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Company Recommendation Price (Rs) Entry Range (Rs) Target Price (Rs) Stop Loss (Rs) Page No. 

COFORGE BUY 4303 CMP-4200 4780 3990 1 

COROMANDEL BUY 901 CMP-878 1000 834 2 

EICHERMOT BUY 3275 CMP-3200 3700 3048 3 

EXIDEIND BUY 178 CMP-173 198 164 4 

HINDUNILVR BUY 2601 CMP-2560 2830 2470 5 

MGL BUY 884 CMP-865 974 824 6 

ULTRACEMCO BUY 7072 CMP-6950 7900 6590 7 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Computers - Software & Consulting  

Technical View 

1. After correcting 48% from the ATH levels, the price action underwent a consolidation phase 
called the stage one. 

2. The price action underwent a decent accumulation and has garnered smart hands to be invest-
ed. This eventually led the price action to bottom out and witnessed another base on rising vol-
ume trend. 

3. The IT stock showcases a strong relative performance against the benchmark index and its sec-
toral index. This validates further strength in the stock. 

4. The RSI is neutrally trading at 60 showing no divergence against the price and shows strength in 
the momentum. 

We recommend to BUY COFORGE at CMP-4200 for the target of 4780 with a stop loss of 3990 
in short term 

Investment Rationale 

Strong business momentum driving robust growth 

In its Q3FY23 results, the company signed the highest number of large deals in its history. As per the 
company, the growth momentum in the business is likely to be sustained in FY24 as well. The new 
order book during Q3FY23 stood at $345 million of which there were five large deals. Out of these 
large deals, one deal accounted for $50 million with a large specialty insurance player in the US for 
their core IT infrastructure upgrade. The company indicated that the vendor consolidation theme is 
also one of the growth drivers for its robust growth that is likely to sustain in the coming quarters.  

Improvement in operating profits consistently 

During Q3FY23, the operating profit grew both sequentially and annually. The key reason attributed 
to the improvement is the increase in the offshore revenue contribution and improvement in utiliza-
tion. Also, continuous increases in the billing of graduate engineer trainees hired directly from college 
played a significant role in enhancing the profitability of the company. Coforge has another 1,000 
graduate engineer trainees who are undergoing training and as they become billable over the next 
four quarters that should provide a further fillip to the gross margin. 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 4780 

Stop loss (Rs) 3990 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-4200 

Last Close Price (Rs) 4303 

% change  Weekly 0.34 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA UPWARD 

21 WMA UPWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

COFORGE LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral  

Stock  

BSE code 532541 

NSE Symbol COFORGE 

Bloomberg COFORGE IN 

Reuters NITT.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 4,874/3,210 

O/s Shares (mn) 61.07 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 262.5 

Face Value (Rs) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 337,580 

6 months 304,060 

1 year 365,880 

Technical View (Daily Chart) 

Breakout from prolonged Bullish 
Potential Cup and Handle pattern  

RS line ticks higher finding support at 200 MA and rising trendline 

Price registered breakout from 
consolidation phase with decisive 
volumes 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

Fertilizers  
Execution Data 

Target  (Rs) 1000 

Stop Loss (Rs) 834 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-878 

Last Close Price (Rs) 901 

% change Weekly 2.28 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA UPWARD 

21 WMA DOWNWARD 

50 WMA DOWNWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

Technical View 

1. On the weekly timeframe, stock has triggered a potential bullish Reciprocal ABCD harmonic pat-
tern, potential reversal zone (PRZ) stands at 855-845. Around the similar juncture, stock has a 
support of median line of Pitchfork. 

2. Furthermore, the stock has support of 100 Weekly Exponential moving average, where histori-
cally stock has formed significant bottom. 

3. The relative strength (RS) line against Nifty50 trends higher finding support at uplsloping trend-
line, suggests inherent strength in price and highlights stock price likely to outperform the head 
index. 

4. RSI indicator has printed bullish divergence against price, in the daily and weekly time frame 
which is bullish signal and complements bullish view on price. 

We recommend to BUY COROMANDEL at CMP-878 for the target of 1000 with a stop loss of 
834 in short term. 

Investment Rationale 

Growth opportunity in nutrient and crop protection business  
Coromandel delivered an excellent performance during Q3FY23, registering good growth in revenue 
and profitability. Record volume sales in NPKs and higher subsidy realization in the nutrients busi-
ness led to an increase in revenues during the quarter. In the crop protection business, domestic 
formulation and B2B business grew during the quarter which was partially offset by headwinds in the 
export market. 
Focus on capacity utilization to boost margin 

Coromandel International has maintained CAPEX for FY23 at Rs.800-900 crores. All the projects are 
going well and in a timely manner as planned. The Ankleshwar plant, which had high capacity utiliza-
tion, will assist the company in reducing its dependence on certain raw materials and thus help in 
easing margin pressure. The company is also setting up a new MPP plant for the manufacturing of 
fungicides which has been progressing well and is expected to be commissioned during the year. 
Further, the company has some debottlenecking capex but depending on market conditions, it will 
explore the future capacity creation opportunities going ahead. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Positive 

Stock  

BSE code 506395 

NSE Symbol COROMANDEL 

Bloomberg CRIN IN 

Reuters CORF.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 1094/730 

O/s Shares (mn) 294 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 265 

Face Value (Rs) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 5,19,260 

6 months 5,25,090 

1 year 5,57,500 

Price triggered Bullish Reciprocal 
ABCD Harmonic Pattern which 
coincides with 100 WEMA 

COROMANDEL INTERNATIONAL LTD. 

RS Line rebounds higher taking support rising trendline 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Automobile 

Technical View 

1. In early Aug 2022, the stock surpassed the supply zone of 3150-3050 with strong volumes, high-
lighting bullish signal for medium term trend.  

2. Post breakout, stock rallied higher to new life highs and post that price witnessed profit booking 
dropping to earlier resistance zone.  

3. Recently, the stock reversed taking support around its previous resistance zone denotes polarity 
into play and indicates a robust price action.  

4. Previous week, stock staged a breakout from the basing pattern, which formed at the 50 Weekly 
(EMA) which is bullish sign for short term trend.  

5. The momentum indicator Stochastic, has reversed from the oversold territory with a bullish mov-
ing average crossover, compliments a bullish bias on price. 

We recommend to BUY EICHERMOT at CMP-3200 for the target of 3700 with a stop loss of 
3048 in short term. 

Investment Rationale 

Focus on new launches to drive performance ahead 

To address growth challenges and increase customer accessibility for the Royal Enfield brand, the 
company recently introduced Hunter 350 (J series engine platform), its most affordable product at the 
price of Rs. 150,000. The new product has received strong customer response, led by young and first
-time buyers whose share increased from 13% to 18% post Hunter 350 launch. Further, the company 
indicated that supply constraints have receded and it expects the momentum to continue as the de-
mand remains healthy.   

International market to progress on vision to become a global motorcycle brand 

With a strong product lineup, Royal Enfield witnessed 4x growth in international markets in the past 
three years. In most of the markets where it has a presence, the company is inching towards secur-
ing a 10% market share in the mid-segment motorcycle market (250cc - 650cc), which offers a large 
addressable market for the company. On the international front, demand remained strong in North 
America and LATAM, while inflationary challenges have impacted demand in the EU. 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 3700 

Stop loss (Rs) 3048 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-3200 

Last Close Price (Rs) 3275 

% change  weekly 4.64 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA DOWNWARD 

21 WMA DOWNWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

EICHER MOTORS LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral 

Stock  

BSE code 505200 

NSE Symbol EICHERMOT 

Bloomberg EIM IN 

Reuters EICH.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 3,890/2,160 

O/s Shares (mn) 273.47 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 896 

Face Value (Rs) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 636,010 

6 months 740,230 

1 year 748,970 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

Price rebounds taking support 
around its previous resistance 
zone and 50 WEMA 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

Auto Components & Equipment's  

Technical View 

1. In November 2022, price resolute a breakout inverse head & shoulder price pattern which is a 
bullish reversal pattern in nature. 

2. The breakout occurred with strong volumes and formation of wide bullish candlestick, indicates 
buyers force and increases the reliability of the breakout. 

3. Currently stock is placed at the polarity support which coincides with short term (20) and medium 
term (89) weekly exponential moving averages, denotes significant demand zone for the price.  

4. Relative Strength Indicator is trading at 52 week high readings and has entered into bullish terri-
tory after more than 3 year indicates inherent strength in price and relative strength against 
benchmark index. 

We recommend to BUY EXIDEIND at CMP-173 for the target of 198 with a stop loss of 164 in 
short term 

 

Investment Rationale 

Diversified revenue base catering to different segments 

Apart from the automobile battery segment, Exide sells its batteries to a large customer pool across 
the automobile and industrial battery segments. Further, its industrial battery customers are from di-
versified sub-segments including UPS, solar, telecom, traction, power etc. The company’s diversified 
user base mitigates demand risks to a large extent.  

Strong demand outlook offers comfort for long-term growth 

Exide Industries’ demand prospects on the automotive side continues to improve as the replacement 
market expands and demand from OEMs recover following easing of the semiconductor supply con-
straints. In the industrial division, the overall pick-up in business activity and increased capex by pub-
lic and private sectors led to a good order inflow. Due to the positive outlook, the company has been 
setting up a lithium-ion cell manufacturing plant to cater to the EV industry. The recent budget an-
nouncement will help the company to compete with global players. 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 198 

Stop loss (Rs) 164 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-173 

Last Close Price (Rs) 178 

% change Weekly (1.64) 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA DOWNWARD 

21 WMA UPWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral 

Stock  

BSE code 500086 

NSE Symbol EXIDEIND 

Bloomberg EXID IN 

Reuters EXID.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 194/130 

O/s Shares (mn) 850 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 151 

Face Value (Rs) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 3,465,330 

6 months 3,067,210 

1 year 2,576,160 

Price registered breakout from 
inverse head & shoulder price 
pattern 

RS indicator trades into bullish territory after 3 years 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

Diversified FMCG  

Technical View 

1. The pattern analysis on the weekly timeframe indicates at modest accumulation while trading 8% 
away from the ATH levels 

2. The correction contractions by time and price depth on the extended area after forming a round-
ing bottom base indicates supply suction on elevated levels. The price has immediate support of 
30 WEMA trading near 2560. 

3. The volatility over the last 20 weeks trades at lower end and hence any unruly moves is less 
likely. The stock also has improving relative strength against the benchmark index. 

4. The RSI is trading above median showing no divergence against the price and sustenance 
above the same is anticipated to attract further bullish momentum. 

We recommend to BUY HINDUNILVR at CMP-2560 for the target of 2830 with a stop loss of 
2470 in short term 

Investment Rationale 

Robust performance in the company’s key operating segments 

HUL maintained its growth momentum by delivering a strong performance in Q3FY23. The company’s 
homecare and fabric wash segments registered double-digit growth, aided by price increases and ef-
fective market development actions. In the beauty and personal care segment, skin cleansing per-
formed well due to softening of palm oil prices. Additionally, foods, coffee and ice cream led to a 
steady growth in the Foods & Refreshment segment and the non-winter portfolio registered a double-

digit growth.  

Strengthening its presence in attractive segments 

Health and Well-being is one of the fastest growing categories in India, with a total potential market 
size of Rs. 30,000 crores. With the company’s recent strategic investments in OZiva and Wellbeing 
Nutrition, it aims to increase its market share in this category in the long run. We believe that the com-
pany, which already has presence in the mass market through Horlicks, these new additions would 
pave path to grow in the premium category as well. 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 2830 

Stop loss (Rs) 2470 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-2560 

Last Close Price (Rs) 2601 

% change Weekly 1.40 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA UPWARD 

21 WMA UPWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral 
Stock  

BSE code 500696 

NSE Symbol HINDUNILVR 

Bloomberg HUVR IN 

Reuters HLL.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 2,741/1,902 

O/s Shares (mn) 2,349.59 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 6,101 

Face Value (Rs) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 1,541,080 

6 months 1,552,880 

1 year 1,846,270 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

LNG Supplier  

Technical View 

1. The stock had registered breakout from Double bottom price pattern which is considered as bull-
ish reversal pattern in nature and hence highlights reversal in trend from bearish to bullish. 

2. Post breakout price showcasing time correction with positive bias as the intermediate support 
are placed at the elevated levels. 

3. The price has been rebounding taking support the rising trendline which is drawn connecting 
from the June 2022 low.   

4. Relative Strength Indicator is trading at 52 week high reading and has entered into bullish territo-
ry after more than 2 year indicates inherent strength in price and relative strength against bench-
mark index.  

We recommend to BUY MGL at CMP-865 for the target of 974 with a stop loss of 824 in short 
term 

Investment Rationale 

Under-penetrated market with high opportunities  
India’s per capita energy consumption is lower than the world average, indicating a significant oppor-
tunity for growth for the Indian oil & gas and energy sectors. The government aims to increase the 
penetration of natural gas in the primary energy mix from the present 6% to 15% by 2030. This pro-
vides MGL with a significant opportunity for growth to tap into this ever-growing market size and cap-
ture the market by expanding its operations outside Mumbai and Maharashtra. 
Strong market presence with high entry barriers 

MGL has robust management and well-established infrastructure in place and enjoys a first-mover 
advantage in retail gas distribution in Greater Mumbai (GA1), its expansion areas (GA2) and Raigad 
(GA3). This dominant position in the industry allows it to supply gas at competitive prices, thus creating 
significant entry barriers for third-party marketers or new entrants. Additionally, the company benefits 
from strong parentage by GAIL( India) Ltd. which has a deep understanding and interest in the domes-
tic gas distribution business. 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 974 

Stop loss (Rs) 824 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-865 

Last Close Price (Rs) 884 

% change Weekly (0.04) 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA UPWARD 

21 WMA UPWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

MAHANAGAR GAS LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral  
Stock  

BSE code 539957 

NSE Symbol MGL 

Bloomberg MAHGL IN 

Reuters MGAS.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 925/666 

O/s Shares (mn) 98.77 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 87 

Face Value (Rs) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 351,700 

6 months 499,900 

1 year 519,360 

RS indicator trades into bullish territory after 2 years 



 

 

                     2nd  Feb ,  

  
 Buy 

Technical View (Weekly Chart) 

Cement & Cement Products  

Technical View 

1. In November 2022, stock registered a breakout from inverse Head & Shoulder pattern which is 
bullish reversal signal and highlights bullish bias in price for medium term trend. 

2. Post breakout price has been consolidating in the tight range around the neckline of pattern with 
positive bias.  

3. The future Ichimoku Cloud is bullish and price has been consistently taking support at Flat hori-
zontal cloud support. The price is trading above base and conversion line highlights momentum 
AND inherent strength in price. 

4. Relative line against Nifty50 has earlier concluded a breakout inverse Head & Shoulder pattern 
and Relative strength indicator has entered into bullish territory after many months validates the 
bullish bias on price. 

We recommend to BUY ULTRACEMCO at CMP-6950 for the target of 7900 with a stop loss of 
6590 in short term 

Investment Rationale 

Increased focus on infrastructure bodes well for future growth 

To support Prime Minister’s nation building vision, infrastructure development remains a key contribu-
tor to strengthening India’s position globally. In line with this, the Union Budget 2023-24 outlined a 
hike in its capital expenditure by 33% to Rs.10 lakh crores for infrastructure development. This pro-
vides a huge growth opportunity for established players like Ultratech Cement as this is likely to ac-
celerate the demand for cement.  
Improvement in capacity utilization and revenue growth  
In Q3FY23, the company reported a revenue growth of about 20% YoY, led by significant volume 
growth of its domestic grey cement business. Additionally, there was a notable improvement in its 
capacity utilization to 83% as against 75% in Q2FY23, and moving forward, the management expects 
it to increase further. While the EBITDA was impacted due to the increase in majority of its operation-
al costs (raw materials, up 13% YoY); energy, rose 33% YoY; and logistics costs, increased 2% 
YoY), we expect the situation to improve going forward  

ULTRATECH CEMENT LTD. 
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    B P    W E A L T H 

Sector Outlook Neutral 
Stock  

BSE code 532538 

NSE Symbol ULTRACEMO 

Bloomberg UTCEM IN 

Reuters ULTC.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 17,722 

52WeekH/L(Rs) 7,550/5,158 

O/s Shares (mn) 288.68 

Market Cap (Rs bn) 2045 

Face Value (Rs) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 916,270 

6 months 2,315,850 

1 year 4,782,610 

Execution Data 

Target (Rs) 7900 

Stop loss (Rs) 6590 

Buying Range (Rs) CMP-6950 

Last Close Price (Rs) 7072 

% change  Weekly 7.05 

  

Weekly Oscillator Direction 

13 WMA UPWARD 

21 WMA UPWARD 

50 WMA UPWARD 

RSI  BUY MODE 

MACD BUY MODE 

Price finds support at Flat Ichimoku 
cloud and Neckline of inverse Head 
& Shoulder price pattern 

RS indicator trades into bullish territory 
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Analyst (s) holding in the Stock :  Nil 

Analyst (s) Certification: 

We analysts and the authors of this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our per-
sonal views about any and all of the subject issuer (s) or securities. We also  certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be 
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation (s) or view (s) in this report. Analysts aren't registered as research analysts by 
FINRA and might not be an associated person of the BP Equities Pvt. Ltd. (Institutional Equities). 

General Disclaimer 

This report has been prepared by the research department of BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd, is for information purposes only. This report is not 
construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation 
would be illegal.  

BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd have exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and authenticity of the information contained herein, so 
far as it relates to current and historical information, but do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. The opinions expressed are our 
current opinions as of the date appearing in the material and may be subject to change from time to time. Prospective investors are cau-
tioned that any forward looking statement are not predictions and are subject to change without prior notice.  
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